ChangeDoesNot
InvolveLoss

There are profound changesfound acrossthe agerange in cross-language
speechperception perfonnance, but an adequate understanding of how
and why these developmentalchangestake place is still lacking. In this
chapter, I review our researchin cross-languagespeechperception, with
emphasison how it fits into the short history of researchin this area.
Three overlapping periods of this researchwill be differentiated.
The first period includes the early seminal work indicating that adults
sometimeshave difficulty perceiving and producing nonnative phonetic
contrasts but that young infants can apparently discriminate nonnative
contrasts with ease. The researchfindings from this period culminated
in the mistaken hypothesis that age-related differencesin cross-language
speechperception result from an absolute loss of perceptual discrimin
ability due to lack of listening experience.
The secondperiod was characterizedby a rising skepticismconcerning
the adequacyof an absolute loss explanation. Researchconductedduring
this period indicated that adults can be trained to discriminate nonnative
contrasts, that there are substantial differences in the easewith which
nonnative contrasts can be discriminated, evenwithout any training , and
that there are significant differencesin researchfindings dependingupon
the testing procedure employed.
The third period, which representsmost of the current research, is characterizedby a finD understandingthat loss is not an adequateexplanation
for age and experiential influenceson cross-language speechperception
and that more complex explanations need to be found. This search for
more adequate explanations has led to a rich proliferation of theorymotivated research.
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in Sensitivityto NonnativeContrasts
Developmental
Changes
When we speak to one another, languageis processedwith rapidity and
ease. However, researchin speechprocessinghas shown that this ability is
actually quite remarkable. The physical (acoustic) form of any particular
utterance, word, or phonemevaries tremendously, dependingon the individual
speaker, the rate of speaking, and the context in which it is spoken.
In order to processspeech, the listener must be able to recover the underlying
.
identity over and above this considerablevariation. It is of considerable
interest to identify the mechanismsthat make possiblesuchrapid and
efficient processingof speech. Cross-languagespeechperception research
allows a unique perspectiveon this question by identifying the perceptual
abilities of the young infant prior to experiencewith any specificlanguage
and by charting age-relatedchangesin performanceas a function of experience
with a particular language.
When we began investigating cross-language speechperception, the
existing empirical researchhad indicated that young infants could discriminate
both native and nonnative phonetic contrasts (Aslin et al. 1981;
L ~sky, Syrdal-Lasky, and Klein 1975; Streeter 1976; Trehub 1976), but
that adults and children often have difficulty discriminating nonnative
distinctions (Go to 1971; Lisker and Abramson 1970; MacKain , Best, and
Strange 1981; Miyawaki et al. 1975; Sheldonand Strange 1982; Singh and
Black 1966; Snow and Hoefnagel-Hohle 1978; Trehub 1976). On the basis
of this fairly consistentpattern of findings, it was hypothesizedby several
researchersthat infants are born with the ability to discriminate the universal
set of phonetic distinctions and that this universal ability declines,
or is lost, as a function of lack of specificlistening experience(Elmas 1975;
Strangeand Jenkins 1978).
We beganour researchendeavorin an effort to test the validity of this
original hypothesis and, assuming it was true, to establish the point in
developmentat which loss was first apparent. Basic replication research
was a necessaryfirst step for two reasons: ( 1) all of the existing research
comparing infants and adults had involved the use of different types of
proceduresfor the two age groups, raising the possibility that the differences
in performancebetweeninfancy and adulthood stemmedfrom differences
in procedural demands rather than perceptual capabilities, and
2
there
were
someinconsistenciesin the infant data, leading to the possibility
( )
that infant phonetic perception might not be as universal as had
beenclaimed~
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The most serious concern stemming from the use of different procedures
was that the proceduresthat were usedwith infants were typically
'
more sensitivethan those that had been used with adults. For example,
the cross-languageinfant researchinvolved testing infants in either a highamplitude sucking (Streeter 1976; Trehub 1976), heart-rate deceleration
(Lasky, Syrdal- Losky, and Klein 1975), or conditioned head-turn discrimination
task (Aslin et al. 1981; Ellers, Wilson, and Moore 1979). However,
many of .the adult experiments involved testing subjects in identification
tasks (e.g., Lisker and Abramson 1970) or either oddity - or AXB discrimination tasks (e.g., MacKain , Best, and Strange 1981; Miyawaki
et ale 1975).
Identification-, oddity -, and AXB -discrimination tasks all have potentially
greater memory demands than the more straightforward discrimination
tasks used with infants (for a discussionof the differing demands
in adult discrimination tasks, seeCarney, Widin , and Viemeister 1977; for
a discussionof differential demandsin infant tasks, seeEllers and Oiler
1988; J.usczyk 1985; Kuh I1985) . It was, therefore, possiblethat the apparent
advantageof young infants was simply an artifact of the more sensitive
testing procedures. Thus, the first stepwas to comparecross-language
sensitivity in infants and adults by testing both age groups with the same
stimuli and using a similar procedure.
To resolvethis problem, we adopted a method of testing which can be
implemented in very similar forms with infants (5 1/ 2 months or older),
children, and adults. The procedure used with infants is called the head
turn procedure(for a description of this procedure, seeKuhl 1980). Basically
, this is a category change task in which the subject has to monitor
a continuous background of syllables from one phonetic category (e.g.,
Iba!> and signal when the stimuli change to a contrasting phonetic category
(e.g., Ida!>. Adults and children signal detection of this change by
pressinga button. Correct button pressesare reinforced with the presentation
of a flashing light for older children and adults or an electronically
activated animal for younger children. Incorrect button pressesare not
reinforced, and missesare not signalled.
The procedurediffers only slightly for infants. Infants are conditioned
to turn their head toward the sound sourcewhen they detect a changein
the speechsound. Correct head turns are reinforced with electronically
activated animals that becomeilluminated inside a smokedplexiglassbox.
As is the casewith children and adults, incorrect head turns are not reinforced
(for details of this procedure, seeKuhl 1980; for our early implementation
et ale 1981).
, seeWerker
.
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The second potential problem, inconsistenciesin the infant data, revolved
primarily around contradictory claims with regard to whether
young, English-learning infants can discriminate the non-English lead
boundary in voice onset time (VOT) . In the original infant speechperception
experimentconducted by Elmas et al. ( ] 97] ), it appearedthat young
infants had the same VaT boundaries as English-speaking adults and
that there was no peak at the prevoicing VaT boundary. Similar results
were .obtained by Butterfield and Cairns ( ] 974), and by Ellers, Wilson ,
and Moore ( ]979) .
In contrast, Aslin et al. ( ] 98] ) revealedthat English-learning infants do
havea sensitivity evento the lead boundary in VaT if testedin a sensitive,
staircaseprocedure. This latter study made it clear that young, Englishlearning infants can discriminate both native and nonnative VaT
contrasts. It also raised the possibility that some contrasts might be perceptually
more difficult for young infants than other contrasts, regardless
of their status as native or nonnative. .
To addressthe potential interpretative problemsarising from variations
in easeof discriminability for different contrasts, we decided to measure
age-related changesin nonnative speechdiscrimination using nonnative
contrasts that could be expected to vary on their ease of discriminability using linguistic and acoustic criteria. In an early experiment, we
compared English-learning infants, aged 6- 8 months; English-speaking
adults; and Hindi -speaking adults on their ability to discriminate the
English- and Hindi -voiced bilabial versusalveolar contrast / ba/ -/ da/ plus
two non-English Hindi contrasts, selected to vary on their potential
difficulty (for details seeWerker et a]. ] 98] ) .
The Hindi place-of -articulation distinction betweenretroflex and dental
voicelessstop consonants/ Ta/ -/ ta/ was selectedas a potentially difficult
non-English contrast as it is rare acrossthe world ' s languagesand has a
restricted distribution in those languagesin which it does occur (Stevens
and Blumstein ] 978) . The Hindi voicing distinction between breathy
voiced and voicelessunaspirateddental stops / dha/ -/ tha/ was selectedas a
potentially easiercontrast as it is more common both ac.ross and within
languages. Also , there was reasonto believethat the acoustic cuesdifferentiating
the two phones in the retroflex/ dental contrast are acoustically
lesssalient than those in the voicing contrast (Ladefoged ] 982; Ladefoged
and Bhaskararo ] 983; Stevensand Blumstein ] 978; seeWerker et al. ] 98]
for an analysisof the stimuli ) .
'
All stimuli were produced by a native Hindi speaker. Severalexemplars
of each phoneme were recorded, .and eight from each category were se-
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lected. Final stimulus selectionswere basedon similarity in intensity, duration
, fundamental frequency, and intonation contour.
The resultsfrom this early study wereas predicted. Virtually all subjects
in all groups could discriminate the English / ba/ -/ da/ contrast. Also , the
6- 8 month- old English-learning infants and the Hindi -speaking adults
could easily discriminate both Hindi contrasts. However, significantly
fewer English-speakingadults could discriminate the Hindi contraststhan
either Hindi adults or English-learning infants. English adults had particular
trouble with the difficult retroflex/ dental place-of -articulation distinction
(Werker et al. 1981). Compared to the 100% of Hindi adults
who could discriminate both Hindi contrasts, only 40% of the Englishspeaking adults could discriminate the (potentially easy) Hindi voicing
contrast and only 10% could discriminate the retroflex/dental distinction
. Following a short training procedure (only twenty-five trials), 70%
of the English-speaking adults could discriminate the Hindi voicing contrast
, but this training did not improve: performance on the retroflex/
dental distinction .
The results from this early experiment clarified several points. First ,
there is an effect of experienceon speechperception in that Hindi adult
listenersdid significantly better than English adult listenersat discriminating
both non-English Hindi speechcontrasts. The finding that the effect of
experiencewas more pronounced for the retroflex/ dental than for the
voicing contrast made it clear that somenonnative contrasts are perceptually
easierthan others. Finally , it was evident that , when using the same
procedure, there are significant differencesbetweeninfants and adults on
their ability to discriminate nonnative speechcontrasts. Thus theseresults
confirmed and extended the existing data pattern with respect to crosslanguage speechperception. Infants of 6 8 months of age and Hindi
while
with
ease
contrasts
,
speakingadults could discriminate both Hindi
adult English listenershad difficulty , particularly with the retroflex/ dental
contrast.
In an attempt to ascertain when in developmentthe changein nonnative
sensitivitiesmight first be apparent, we subsequentlytested Englishspeakingchildren, ages12, 8, and 4, using the button pressversion of the
head turn task. Becausewe viewed the developmental change in crosslanguagespeechperception as mediated by some sort of loss in sensory
sensitivity, we expected the decline to be evident around puberty, the
. age at which Lenneberg ( 1967) had claimed the critical period closed
for acquisition of an accent-free second language (see also Snow and
Hoefnagel-Hohle 1977) .
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To our surprise, the results indicated that children ages12, 8, and even
4 performed as poorly as English-speaking adults on the Hindi nonEnglish
contrasts (Werker and Tees 1983). In fact, the 4- year-old children
performed more poorly than the older children and English adults on the
easier non-English contrast, the Hindi voicing contrast. This effect was
evident even though the 4-year-olds could easily discriminate the English
contrast in this procedure and even though Hindi -learning children of
this ~ge can also discriminate both of thesecontrasts when tested in this
procedure. Theseresultsthus indicated quite clearly that a developmental
changeis evident before 4 yearsof age.
It was the poor performance of the 4- year-olds on the Hindi voicing
contrast that led us to suspectthat the developmental change might be
caused by some sort of attentional or perceptual reorganization rather
than a sensory loss. This suspicion arose from the fact that 4- year-olds
have been shown to be very rigid rule followers in other domains when
they havejust recently figured out the rules (Carter and Patterson 1982)
and may similarly be very rigid rule followers when they first figure out
the phonological rules of their native language. Thus, the first seedsof
doubt weresown in our minds with respectto the explanation that we and
others had given for developmentalchangesin cross-languagespeechperception
. Nevertheless, before turning to that question, we continued our
exploration of when in developmentthere is first evidenceof perfonnance
decrementsin nonnative speechperception tasks.
The next seriesof studieswas begun with two goals in mind. The first
goal was to chart developmentalchangesin cross-languagespeechperception
betweeninfancy and 4 years of age. The secondgoal was to make
surethat the findings with respectto the retroflex/ dental distinction would
generalizeto other nonnative contrasts. In this endeavor, we sought to
find another nonnative contrast that would be perceptually difficult for
English listeners. It is important to note here that the searchwas not easy.
Many nonnative contrasts are almost immediately discriminable to English
adult listeners. However, since we were not interested in pursuing
the developmentalcourseof perception of easynon-English contrasts, we
continued to search for a more difficult contrast. In this endeavor, we
selecteda Native American languagefrom the Pacific Northwest because
many of theselanguageshave very different phonologiesfrom English. In
particular, the phoneme inventory involves an extendedseriesof consonants
produced in the back part of the vocal tract , further back than the
velar place of articulation usedin English.
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We selectedan Interior Salish language called Thompson, or more
accurately, Nthlakampx . This languageis spoken by approximately 200
speakerswho live around Merritt , British Columbia. Two elders of the
community who were known to be excellentspeakersand who had some
linguistics training (through a program at the University of Victoria designed
to help Native Canadian people record and preserve their languages
) servedas informants. With the help of thesespeakers,we cameup
with a list of Nthlakampx words involving minimal pair contrasts. We
then recorded the native speakerspronouncing several of these words,
followed by a pronunciation of the first consonant and vowel. This
method of recording was necessarysincethere is not an acceptedorthography for the language, making it an impossible task to write the CV
syllable and making it a nonintuitive task to ask a native speaker to
pronounce the CV syllable in isolation.
The next step was to listen carefully to the severalrecordings. We then
selectedthe syllablesthat wel found to be most difficult to discriminate.
The final contrast selectedinvolved a glottalized velar versusa glottalized
'
'
uvular stop, phoneticizedby the native informants as jk ij -jq ij . As noted
in our original paper, the vowels vary somewhatfreely in this language,
thus severalstepswere taken to ensurethat this consonantcontrast could
not be detectedon the basisof different vowel color (seeWerker and Tees
I 984a).
English-speaking adults were then compared to both Nthlakampx speaking adults and English-learning infants on their ability to discriminate
the glottalized velarjuvular contrast. As predicted, Nthlakampx speaking adults and English-learning infants aged 6 8 months could
discriminate this contrast, but English speaking adults showed difficulty
(only about 30% could discriminate this contrast) .
Following this replication, we began a seriesof studies attempting to
ascertainwhen in developmentthe decline occurred. Pilot testsinvolving
children betweenthe agesof 8 months and 4 yearsindicated that changes
were taking place around 1 year of life. The pilot work was then followed
with a seriesof cross-sectionaland longitudinal studieswith infants.
In the first study, English-learning infants aged 6- 8, 8- 10, and 10- 12
months werecomparedon their ability to discriminate the Hindi retroflexj
dental and the Nthlakampx glottalized velarjuvular contrasts ( Werker
and Tees 1984a) . Before being tested on the non-English contrasts, the
0infants were required to first show they could perform in the Head Turn
procedureon the English jbaj -jdaj distinction. All infants were then given
-five trials on which to reach discrimination criterion on the nontwenty
.
0
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English contrast. Before concluding that any infant who failed to reach
criterion in that number of trials really could not discriminate the contrast
and had not just lost interest in the procedure, all suchinfants were subsequently
retestedon the English / ba/ -/ da/ distinction. The data was only retained
as meaningful from infants who subsequentlypassedthe / ba/ -/ da/
test.
The. results indicated that almost all of the infants aged 6- 8 months
could . discriminate both non-English contrasts, but among the infants
aged 10- 12 months, only 2 out of 10 could discriminate the retroflex/
dental contrast and only lout of 10, the velar/ uvular (Werker and Tees
I 984a) . The infants aged8- 10months of ageshowedan intermediatepattern
of performance. This pattern was replicatedin a longitudinal study in
which a small group of six infants were tested at two -month intervals
(Werker and Tees 1984a). Using the sameprocedure, a few infants who
were learning Hindi and/ or Nthlakampx as a native languagewere shown
to be able to discriminate the contrast from their language-learning environ
.ment when they reachedII months of age ( WerJcerand Tees 1984a).
More recently, the results with respectto the English-learning infants
werereplicatedin the sameprocedureusing synthetically produced voiced
retroflex/ dental stimuli (Werker and Lalonde 1988). English-learning infants
aged 6- 8 months were shown to be able to discriminate multiple ,
synthetically produced tokens according to the adult Hindi retroflex/
dental boundary but not according to an arbitrary boundary location that
does not correspond to any adult phonetic category. This result with the
younger infants showedthat infant sensitivity to nonnative phonetic categories
is categorical-like and is related to the phonetic relevanceof the
contrast in question. When given the same number of testing trials,
English-learning infants aged 11- 13months were not able to discriminate
the stimuli according to either the arbitrary boundary location or the
Hindi retroflex/ dental boundary but were, of course, able to discriminate
them according to the English ba/da boundary.
Also , Best and McRoberts ( 1989; Best, this volume) have replicated
the developmentalchangebetween6 and 12 months of age forEnglish learning infants tested on the Nthlakampx glottalized velar/ uvular contrast
'
'
, / k i/ -/q i /, using a habituation/ dishabituation testing procedure
rather than the head turn procedure used in our previous work . Taken
together, thesereplications with new contrasts and different testing procedures
provide' strong confirmation that the developmentalchangein nonnative
speechperception evident within the first year of life is related to
listening experience.
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Sensitivity to Nonnative Contrasts

During the secondperiod in cross-languagespeech-perception work , researchers
becameincreasingly skeptical about the appropriatenessof the
strong claim that experiential effectsare equally apparent for all nonnative
contrasts and that experiential effectsare permanent. Researchmade
it clear that the effect of experiencedoes not equally affect all nonnative
contrasts as adults can discriminate many nonnative contrasts with little
difficulty (see, for example, Ellers, Wilson, and Moore 1979). Similarly,
our researchshowed that the Hindi voicing contrast is easier than the
place-of -articulation contrast for English listeners (Werker et al. 1981) .
The finding that minimal training can improve performance on at least
some nonnative contrasts strengthenedthe possibility that experiential
influencesmight not be permanent. Questionsstill remainedas to whether
it is possible to train adults to discriminate all nonnative distinctions,
whethersometraining methodsare more effectivethan others, and whether
some nonnative contrasts are untrainable. A careful consideration of the
historical context in which the work was done helps trace how the understanding
of theseissueshas changedover the years.
One of the most influential early training studies was conducted by
Winnifred Strange ( 1972). In this study, discrimination training was
shown to have limited effectivenesson English adults' ability to discriminate
non-English VaT contrasts. Becausethis finding was consistentwith
the expectationsgeneratedby the seminal work of Lisker and Abramson
( 1967; Abramson and Lisker 1970), it was largely unchallengedby the
researchcommunity for a number of years. Subsequently, however, a
number of investigators have reported findings indicating that English
speakerscan be fairly easily trained to discriminate the non-English lead
boundary in VaT . For example, Carney, Widin , and Viemeister ( 1977)
wereable to train English adults to discriminate synthetic stimuli differing
in VaT at a number of arbitrary points along a continuum using a samet
different (AX ) procedurewith a short ISI and feedback. Moreover, Pisoni
et al. ( 1982) reported that English adults' ability to discriminate the lead
boundary in VaT could be improved by simple labeling of prototypical
stimuli from three VaT categories. Such minimal training even generalized
to VaT distinctions at a novel place of articulation (McClaskey,
Pisoni, and Carrell 1983).
This kind of researchallowed the field to move away from the question
of whether or not training works to the more complicatedquestion of why
some
training . procedures are more effective than others. The training
.
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procedure employed by Strange in the original 1972study involved pri marily discrimination training , whereasthat employed by Pisoni and his
colleagues( 1982) required subjectsto label the stimuli.
Perhaps, as suggestedby both Jamieson and Morosan ( 1989) and by
Pisoni, Lively , and Logan (this volume), training procedures involving
labeling are more effectiveat facilitating linguistically relevant perception.
Consistent with this notion , Strange and Dittman ( 1984) reported little
successat training Japaneseadults to discriminate Irl from 111
, and MacKain , Best, and Strange ( 1981) found that only extensive, naturalistic
'
second-language learning was effective at improving Japaneseadults
ability to discriminate the English Ira/ -/lal distinction. However, Logan,
Lively , and Pisoni ( 1991) report that , in some training procedures,
Japaneseadults can learn to discriminate the English Ir/ -/ll distinction.
In this study, Logan and colleaguestrained Japaneselisteners on the
English Ir / -/ll distinction over a period of three weeks, using a two-choice
labeling procedure. They ensured that the subjects were trained in a
variety of contexts (different position in syllable) and that they were
exposed to multiple speakers. Thus, training conditions were set up to
facilitate generalization.
It is useful to note that , even when training is quite successful
, adults
Polka
1991
see
) . For
may fail to achievenativelike levelsofperfonnance (
example, in their recentstudy, Logan, Lively, and Pisoni ( 1991) note that ,
although the overall changein perfonnance betweenthe pre and the posttest
sessionswas highly significant, the overall amount of improvement
was lessthan 10% , eventhough training continued for three weeks. Also ,
the relative successof training varied according to position in the syllable
(it was not at all successfulfor clustersin initial positions), and training
generalizedmore to similar than to dissimilar testing contexts. Finally ,
evenafter this amount of training, it is questionableas to whetherJapanese
adults were perfonning as well as their English-speakingcounterparts.
There is some recent researchshowing that nonnative listeners show
more difficulty perceiving even rela,tively easy phones than do native listeners
under certain testing conditions. In recent work , Takata and
Nabelek ( 1990) compared native English speakers to native Japanese
speakerswho are fluent in English on their perfonnance in the modified
Rhyme Test. Results indicated that , although the two groups perfonned
similarly under quiet testing conditions, the native Japanesespeakers
performed significantly more poorly than the native English speakersin
conditions of noise andlor reverberation. Not surprisingly, one of the
more commc;>n errors for native Japaneselistenerswas an rll confusion.
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Thus, there is no doubt that linguistic experiencehas a profound effect
on speechperception, but there is also no doubt that the effectsof experience
can be ameliorated in certain training and testing situations. Perhaps
the most useful way to presentthe results of cross-languagetraining
studiesis to report not only the amount of improvement betweenpre and
posttesttraining but also to report the resultsof analysescomparing posttraining
performancelevelsto those of native speakers(seePolka 1991).
It is also useful to assessthe long-term effectivenessof training . For
example, in their work , MacKain , Best, and Strange( ] 981) evaluatedthe
effectivenessof second-languagetraining on the long-term consequences
of discrimination. In related work , our early researchshowed that training
immediately facilitated performance on the Hindi voicing contrast
dha
/ / -/ tha/ (Werker et al. ] 981) and was not successfulat facilitating performance
on the retroflex/ dental contrast, / ta/ -/ Ta/ . In a subsequent
study, we found that more extensivediscrimination training (500 trials)
. did significantly facilitate performance of at least some English speakers
on the retroflex/ dental contrast. However, the effect of training had disappeared
when subjects returned to the lab a few weeks later (Tees and
Werker 1984). In this experiment, training wasclearly not as sophisticated
as that usedin other work (Logan, Liverly , and Pisoni 1988; Strangeand
Dittman 1984). The training trials simply involved feedback at regular
intervals during testing in the button -presscategory changeprocedure. It
is quite possible that an alternative training procedure would have been
more effectiveat improving long-term performance.2
The focus on loss as an explanation for the attenuation of discrimination
performanceresultedin the ignoring an important fact, namely, poor
discrit:nination performance was rarely all-or-none even without any
training . Some residual auditory discrimination skill remains. Thus, it
seemedpossiblethat listenershave multiple meansto the sameends.
In previous work , it had beenshown that adults may useboth auditory
and phonemic processingin their attempts to discriminate sounds (see
also Repp 1984). To examinewhether adults would show a similar sensitivity
to nonnative perception even without training, we tested English
adults on the Hindi retroflex/ dental and the Nthlakampx -glottalized
velar/ uvular contrasts in a more sensitive procedure. Becausewe were
interested in assessingsensitivity, we tested adult English speakersin a
same/different (AX ) discrimination task (Carney, Widin , and Viemeister
. 1977). Using t ~e AX procedure, we found that adult subjects can discriminate
both contrasts at a 500 but not a 1500msec ISI ( Werkerand
Tees 1984b).
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In a subsequentstudy using just the Hindi retroflex/ dental stimuli , we
testedsubjectsfor five blocks of trials in one of three ISI conditions, 1500,
500, and 250 msec(Werker and Logan 1985). Again , the results revealed
sensitivity to the nonnative phonetic contrasts in the shorter ISI conditions
. In fact, there was evenevidencethat subjectscan discriminate nonphonetic acousticcueswithin either the retroflex or dental category at the
500ms.ecISI (Werker and Logan 1985).
In an attempt to make senseout of this pattern of findings, we proposed
that subjectscan useone of three different processingstrategies- phonemic
, phonetic, and acoustic- depending on the interstimulus interval.
When testedwith an ISI over 500msec, subjectsappearedto usea phonemic
processingstrategy and were unable to discriminate the nonnative
contrast. Thus, when the ISI is long, subjectsseemunable to discriminate
two stimuli unless they can assign them distinct linguistic labels. At
shorter I SIs, subjects showed evidenceof using both a phonetic and an
acoustic strategy. Evidencefor a phonetic strategy was provided by subjects
who could discriminate retroflex from dental exemplars but could
not discriminate among the severalexemplarswithin either phonetic category
. Evidenceof acousticprocessingwas provided by subjectswho could
discriminate betweenthe severalretroflex or the severaldental exemplars.
These findings indicate that adult listeners can discriminate between tokens
on the basisof phonetic and acousticinformation if the task requires
it but that the most readily available strategy is to perceivespeechstimuli
in terms of native-languagephonemic categories.
This pattern of results has been replicated using a new contextual
manipulation and using synthetic rather than naturally produced retroflex
and dental tokens (Morosan and Werker, in preparation) . The synthetic
tokens were constructed by varying the starting frequency of the second
and third formats in equal steps, thus ensuring that the acoustic variability within categories was equivalent to that between categories (for
stimulus descriptions, see Werker and Lalonde 1988). The contextual
manipulation in this study involved varying the kinds of pairings used
in the stimulus set rather than manipulating ISI or the number of trials
as we had done in our previous work .
There were three contextual conditions in this study, with ten subjects
in each condition . In the phonemiccontextual condition, there were four
kinds of pairings: phonemically different (bilabial / dental), phonetically
different (ret~oflex/ dental), acoustically different (two different bilabial ,
dental, or retroflex stimuli ), and physically identical (the same token
paired with ,itself ) . There were equal numbers of one and two- step pair
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ings among the phonemically differentt phonetically differentt and acoustically
different trials.. In the phonetic contextual condition (phonemic in
other languagesbut not in the listenerts language)t the pairings that are
phonemic to English listenerswere eliminated. In the acousticcontextual
conditiont only the within -phonetic category (acoustically different) and
physically identical pairings were presented.
All subjectsreceivedtwo blocks of ninety-six trials each. Responsesto
phonemicallyt phoneticallyt and acoustically different pairing types were
converted to A ' scoresusing performanceon the physically identical pairings
to estimate false alarm rate. As expectedtsubjectsperformed nearly
perfectly on the phonemically different pairings in the first contextual
condition. Of more theoretical interest is the relative performanceon phonetically different and acousticallydifferent pairings acrossthe contextual
manipulations.
If the contextual manipulation of pairing type affects speechperceptiont it could have an effect in at least three different ways. One possibility
woulcJbe that subjectsattend primarily to the largest acoustic difference
present within a contrast type and ignore other smaller acoustic differences
: subjects would attend to the two -step pairings in each condition
and ignore the one-step and physically identical pairings. Thust according
to this predictiont the proportion of different responsesto phonetically
different and acoustically different pairings would not changeacrossthe
three testing condition st it would simply always reflect a bias in favor of
larger acoustic differencesirrespective of phonetic status. There was no
consistentsupport for this prediction.
A secondpossibility is that subjectsattend to the most easily accessible
linguistic difference. According to this predictiont subjects would show
above-chance discrimination of only phonemically different pairings in
the first contextual conditiont above-chancediscrimination of only phonetically different pairings in the secondcontextual conditiont and would
only show above-chanceperformanceon acoustically different pairings in
the third contextual condition when neither phonemically or phonetically
different pairings were present. The data pattern did not fit this prediction
.
The third possibility is that the presenceof phonemically different pair;,
ings would enlist the linguistic mode. In this casetthe perception of phonetically different pairings would be facilitated in the first contextual
. condition relative to the other two conditions due to the presenceof
pairings that have functional phonological status in English in the first
contextual condition. In the subsequenttwo contextual conditiortst with
no pairings present that have functional phonological status in Engiisht
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the English listeners would processboth the phonetically different and
acoustically different pairings according to a nonlinguistic, acoustic strategy
. As shown in figure 4.1, the resultswereconsistentwith this prediction.
Theseresults support the hypothesisthat the presenceof phonemically
different pairings engagesa linguistic mode of processing, thus facilitating
sensitivity to pairs of stimuli that linguistically straddle phonetically relevant
bQundaries.Theseresultsreplicatethe previous finding that indicates
that .adults can use at least three different processingstrategies- phonemic
, phonetic, and acoustic- dependingupon testing conditions ( Werker
and Logan 1985; Mann 1986). It also clarifies, however, that the phonemic
mode has the most privileged status.
,
In summary, I have characterized the second period of research in
cross-languagespeechperception as reflecting a growing realization that
developmentalchangesdo not result in permanent loss and that careful
attention to the testing situation is necessaryto understand disparate
results.

-Guided
in Cross
Research
- Language
Theory
Perception
Speech
More recently, much of the researchin cross-languagespeechperception
has moved beyond simple demonstrationsof whether subjectscan or cannot
discriminate particular nonnative contrasts to an attempt to test,
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within a theoretical framework, specific predictions, such as easeof discriminability and easeof training . For example, severalresearchershave
attempted to make theoretically basedpredictions specifyingwhich nonnative
contrasts will be easyor difficult to discriminate ( Best, McRoberts,
and Sithole 1988; Burnham 1986; Strange 1986).
Burnham ( 1986) suggestedthat there might be both fragile and robust
nonnative distinctions. Fragile refers to phonetic contrasts that are both
rare acr.oss the worlds' languages and, of particular importance, are
acoustically quite similar. Burnham hypothesizedthesetypes of contrasts
to be most vulnerable to early loss- around 10- 12 months of age- in
nonnative listeners. Robust refers to contrasts that are widely distributed
across the world ' s languagesand are acoustically less similar. Burnham
hypothesizedthat nonnative listeners would not show a measurabledecline
in their performance on these contrasts until around 4- 5 years of
age.
Because Burnham viewed acoustic salience as the most important
dimension of fragile contrasts, he reasoned that early loss of fragile
contrasts would result from sensorytuning (e.g., Aslin and Pisoni 1980;
Gottlieb 1981) . He posited a different mechanism for later loss of
robust contrasts. Specifically, he argued that , with the advent of metaphonological abilities, sensitivity to even robust contrasts would decline
becausethe distinctions have no functional value in the individual ' s working
phonological system.
Although the experimentaldata that Burnham presentedin support of
late loss for robust contrasts was lessthan convincing, the idea that some
types of contrasts may simply be lessvulnerable to loss at any age than
others was immediately seized upon by the researchcommunity as an
3
important idea. Also , his suggestionthat more than one explanation for
developmentalchangesin cross-languagespeechperception might be required
is of interest.
Catherine Best and her colleagueshave taken the strong stand that
phonological status alone should predict whether a contrast is discriminable
or not to a nonnative listener. Becausethis researchis covered in
in
, depth the chapter by Best(this volume), it will only be touched on here.
Basically, Best, McRoberts, and Sithole have proposed that there are at
leastfour kinds of nonnative contrastsin terms of phonological status: ( I )
assimilable, (2) nonassimilable, (3) category goodness, and (4) two category
. Assimilablenonnative contrasts are those in which each member of
the contrast Call be assimilated to an intermediate phone in the native
language. Thesekinds of nonnative contrasts should be the most difficult
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to discriminate. Nonassimilablecontrasts include phonesthat do not even
sound at all like any possible phone from the native language. Because
these phones do not invoke phonological processing, they should continue
to be discriminable by basic auditory processesthroughout the life ,
and as such, thesenonnative contrasts are predicted to be the most easily
discriminable. Category goodnessrefers to a nonnative contrast whose
memberscan each be assimilatedto an intermediate phoneme in the native
la.nguage, as in assimilable, but one which will stand out as clearly a
better instance of that category than the other. Two category refers to a
nonnative contrast that consistsof two nonnative phones, each of which
is assimilableto a contrasting phonemic category in the native language.
The third type is predicted to be intermediate in difficulty to purely assimilable
and two -category nonnative phones; the last type is predicted to
be easiest.
Researchto date is consistentwith thesepredictions. In a seriesof studies
, Bestand colleagueshaveshown that Zulu click contrasts that are not
at all assimilableto English are easily discriminated by English-speaking
subjectsof all ages, including 12- to 14-month-old English-learning infants
( Best, McRoberts, and Sithole 1988). In subsequentwork , Best and colleagues
have tested both adults and infants of different agesas to their
ability to discriminate other non-English contrasts. In the caseof adults,
the relative difficulty of discrimination can be fairly well predicted by the
phonological statusof the contrasts(Best 1989). However, the resultswith
respectto infants are a bit more confusing (Best, this volume; Best and
McRoberts 1989; Best et al. 1990). Infants of 6- 8 months of age clearly
perform better than infants of 10 12 months of age on all but the nonassimilable
contrasts, but beyond that , the pattern of perfonnance does
'
not follow that predicted by Best s phonological assimilation model, suggesting
that , in the older infants, perception is not yet organized by the
samephonological constraints as it is in adults.
In recent work , Polka ( 1991, 1992) has highlighted at least three independent
factors that needto be consideredwhen making predictions concerning
the discriminability of nonnative contrasts amo~g adults. These
are functional phonetic status (phonemic contrast), substantivephonetic
status (phonetic variation ), and acousticdifferences(the absoluteamount
of measurableacoustic differencesbetweenmembersof a nonnative contrast
irrespectiveof phonetic status) (seealso Best, this volume) . She has
argued that all three of thesefactors needto be consideredin assessingthe
discriminabifity of a nonnative contrast for subjectsof any age.
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In one study, English- and Farsi-speakingadults were compared as to
their ability to discriminate the Nthlakampx glottalized velar/ uvular contrast
used in our previous work (Polka 1992) . Glottalized stops do not
have substantivephonetic status (they do not occur) in either English or
Farsi. However, the Farsi languagedoesinclude a velar/ uvular functional
phonetic (phonemic) contrast betweenvelar and uvular for nonglottal ized
stops. If .perception of nonnative contrasts is predicted by their match
to the system of phonemic possibilities in the language irrespective of
their phonetic substantiation, then Farsi speakersshould find this contrast
easier than English speakers. On the other hand, if the phonemic
contrast has to be supported in the identical phonetic environment in a
language, then Farsi speakerswill be no better than English speakers.
Subjectswere tested in an AX procedure with a long ( 1500msec) ISI .
Although there were no significant differencesbetween the English and
Farsi speakersin overall performance, there were substantial individual
differences. The Farsi speakerswho could bear the Nthlakampx stimuli as
peculiar Farsi sounds did better on the glottalized velar/ uvular contrast
than the Farsi speakerswho did not recognizethe stimuli as similar to
Farsi.
Polka and colleagueshave extendedthis line of investigation to testing
English adults on their ability to discriminate the Hindi retroflex/dental
contrast as instantiated in four categoriesof voicing. This contrast does
not have functional phonetic status in English. In this particular case,
both substantivephonetic characteristicsand a metric of acoustic discriminability were found to be important , providing at least some support
for the notion - that each contributes to discriminability among adults
(Polka 1991, 1992).
'
Flege s work on speech perception and production among secondlanguagelearnersconstitutes another example of theoretically motivated
researchin this area. His goal has been to identify the extent to which
nonnative contrasts share acoustic and/ or articulatory cues with native
distinctions and whether such overlap predicts easeof acquisition of productive
and perceptualabilities (for a review, seeFlege 1992).
In this endeavor, Flege tests specific theoretical predictions about the
kinds of errors second-languagelearnerswill make in producing and perceiving
L2 (second language) phones. He has shown that , when first
acquiring a new language, subjects more rapidly attempt to pronounce
phones that are .similar to those used in their native language, although
they make mistakesand pronounce the new phone as if it were identical
t ~ the similar p~one in the native language. Adult second-languagelearn-
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ers will avoid even attempting unfamiliar sounding phones in the early
stagesof second-languageacquisition (Flege 1987; seealso Wode 1977,
1992). However, at a subsequentpoint in the acquisition process, they
continue to mispronounce the similar phones, presumably becausethey
continue to assimilatethem to native categories, but they becomebetter at
correctly pronouncing the dissimilar phones.
The .data are still somewhatambiguousas to whether the ultimate ability
to .pronounce accurately dissimilar phones stems from the establishment
of a new underlying phonetic category or whether it stemsfrom the
useof the sameunderlying phonetic representationwith the application of
different language-specificrealization rules (Flege 1992). Of interest, Flege
hasclear data to suggestthat young L2 learnerscan set up new underlying
representationsfor either similar or dissimilar L2 phones. His researchis
now directed at resolving the ambiguity of the explanation with respectto
adults and to extend systematicallythe model to perception studies. His
work is characterizedby a systematicitythat should ultimately allow us to
resolve the ambiguity of the extent to which notions of similarity and
assimilability can be most usefully understood with referenceto acoustic,.
articulatory , or phonological properties.
We recently outlined several different approaches that can be used
to explain experiential influences on cross-language speech perception
(Werker 1991; Werker and Pegg1992) . Theseincluded perceptualtuning ,
cognitive mediation, phonological processing, modular recalibration,
4
self-organizing systems, and articulatory mediation. Note that most of
these postulated mechanismsinvolve processes other than sensory loss.
Our current researchis. designedto attempt to evaluatethe relative utility
of these various kinds of explanations and ultimately to determine if a
single processor combination of several different processes is required
to understand age- and experience-related influences on cross-language
and Werker 1990, under review; Werker and
speechperception (Lalonde
.
Pegg 1992).
To date, we have been concentrating our efforts on testing the viability
of the cognitive mediation and phonological processingalternatives.
We have recent data to suggestthat the ability to restructure perceptual
categories for visual information on the basis of correlated attributes
(Younger and Cohen 1983) emergesin tandem with the developmental
reorganization in cross-languagespeechperception (Lalonde and Werker
1990, under. review), raising the possibility that both rely on the same
underlying cognitive prerequisites. This kind of data may be consistent
with the at.tentional explanations for developmental changesin speech
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perception postulated by Jusczyk ( 1992, this volume) . However, we are
not entirely convinced that cognitive mediation necessarilyimplies that
speechperceptionis accomplishedby generalpurposecognitive machinery.
Thus, we havealso continued our investigationof the relationship between
developmental changes in cross-language speech perception and the
developmentof other specificlinguistic abilities.
Our researchtesting the viability of the phonological processingalternative
was originally motivated by the three-factor model of adult speech
perception we proposed ( Werkerand Logan 1985). We reasonedthat if
adults can use phonemic, phonetic, or acoustic processes in perceiving
speech, then it should be possibleto trace to developmentalemergenceof
thesethree factors and that the emergenceof the phonemic factor should
signal the onset of phonological processing. Toward this end, we conducted
two setsof experimentswhich will be reviewedbelow.
In the first set of experiments, Lalonde and I replicated and extended
.the Werker and Tees ( 1984a) finding of a developmentalreorganization
betw~ n 6 and 12 months of age, but we substituted a synthetically
produced Iba/ -/ da/ -/Dal continuum for the natural stimuli used in our
previous work . The synthetic stimuli were necessaryto control for the
confound between physical similarity and phonetic status inherent in
natural stimuli. English-learning infants aged 6- 8 months were compared
to English-learning infants aged 10- 12months as to their ability to
discriminate six stimuli from either side of three locations along this continuum
. The first location was labeledCommon becauseit contrastedthree
bilabial Ibal with three dental Idal stimuli - a phonetic contrast common
to both English and Hindi adults. The secondlocation was labeledHindi only becauseit contrasted three dental Ida/ with three retroflex I Dal
stimuli asjudged by Hindi -speakingadults (seeexperiment I , Werker and
Lalonde 1988). The third location was labeled Neither as it required
subjectsto treat a dental and two retroflex stimuli as equivalent to one
another and as different from three additional retroflex stimuli. Thus,
infants wereaskedto discriminate the stimuli according to a location that
has no phonetic relevance.
. The results are shown in figure 4.2. As can be seen, both groups of
infants were able to discriminate the common contrast, only the 6- to
8-month-old infants could discriminate the Hindi -only contrast, and infants
in both agegroups were unable to discriminate the Neither contrast.
In tenDSof the t ~ree factors (phonemic, phonetic, and acoustic) proposed
in our previous work , we interpreted theseresultsas revealinga phonetic,
o at least, pho~etically relevant, factor in the perfonnance of the infants
~
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aged 6- 8 months since they were able to discriminate the non English
Hindi -only contrast, and a phonemic factor as evident in the sensitivity to
only the common contrast among the infants aged 11 13 months of age.
There was no evidencefor an acoustic factor in this study. On the basis
of previous work by Aslin and colleagues(Aslin ef al. 1981), it is suspected
suchevidencewould be apparent if infants were testedin a more sensitive,
staircaseprocedure. In other words, it seemslogical to expectthat infants
will also have general acoustic-pr QCessingsensitivitiesthat might be evident
under certain experimental testing conditions. In fact, it is possible
that infants aged 11- 13 months might even show continued sensitivity to
the non-English Hindi -only contrast if tested under adequately sensitive
conditions.
Further researchis neededto test both of the above predictions. Nevertheless
, on the basis of the results from the Werker and Lalonde ( 1988)
study, there is solid evidencefor performance in accord with both pho
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netic and phonemic factors at different points in infancy. The phonetic
factor is evident in the performance of the infants aged 6- 8 monthst
and the phonemic factort in the performance of the infants aged 10- 12
months.
Becausewe were attempting to understand the infant data in terms of
the three-factor model outlined with adults and had
consequentlylabeled
the performance of 10- to 12-month-old infants as phonemict we postulated
tha~ infants of 10- 12 months of age should have the beginningsof
phonemic oppositions in the representationof lexical items in their receptive
vocabularies. We thus began a seriesof experimentsdesignedto test
this possibility (for detaiist see Werker and Baldwin 1991; Werker and
Pegg 1992).
Howevert two yearsof experimentation failed to reveal any convincing
evidencethat infants representwords in such fine detail by this young age.
In factt the first age at which we have replicable evidenceof sufficient
phonetic detail to enableminimal pair contrasts in the receptivelexicon is
19months (Werker and Baldwin 1991). Thust it is probably inaccurate to
refer to the reorganization at 10- 12months of ageas involving phonemic
"
"
processingsince phonemic implies the ability to use phonetic detail to
contrast meaning. Thereforet we now feel it is probably more accurateto
characterizethe performanceof the infants aged 10- 12 months as involving
language-specificphonetic sensitivities.
On the basis of this theory-motivated researchtwe have now modified
the previously proposed three-factor model of speechperception ( Werker
and Logan 1985) and replaced it with a four -factor modelt acoustict
broad-basedphonetict language-specific phonetict and phonemic factors
(for a more complete descriptiont seeWerker and Pegg 1992). As elaborated
in Werker and Peggtwe are convinced that there is evidenceof at
least two factors in infancy. One is the language-specificphonetic perception
seenby 10- 12 months of age, and the other is the broad-basedphonetic sensitivity of the younger infant . To datet there is no clear evidence
showing if there is an independent acoustic factor in infant perceptiont
but as mentioned abovet there is reasonto believesuch evidencemight be
,found. We feel the previous work by Werker and Logan ( 1985) and by
Morosan and Werker (in preparation) provides clear evidencefor at least
three factors in adult speechperception: acoustic, broad-basedphonetict
and phonemic. To date, howevert there is no data that might differentiate
l,anguage-specific phonetic processingfrom phonemic processingamong
.
adults.
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Finally , it is interesting to note that the study of cross languagespeech
perception has now extendedfar beyond the study of phonetic and pho
nological perception, to investigationsof the perception of global prosody
(Mehler et al. 1988), phrasal and clausal structure (Jusczyk 1989), and
phonotactic rules (Jusczyk, Friederici, and Wessels, in press) . Much of
this work is motivated by a realization that the understandingof phonetic
perception is intimately tied up with an understandingof how words and
segmentsare extracted from ongoing speech(e.g., Jusczyk, this volume;
Mehler, Dupous, and Segui 1990; Pisoni and Luce 1987) .
Conclusion

In this chapter, I have attempted to review our work in cross-language
speechperception within a historical perspective. I hope it is apparent
from this selectivereview that cross-language speechperception represents
"
a dynamic researcharea in which the ideashave grown and changed
over the years. In an attempt to illustrate just how much our thinking has
progressedin this researcharea, three periods in cross language speech
perception researchhave been identified. The first period was character
ized by the view that language experienceis necessaryto maintain the
ability to discriminate nonnative contrasts and that , without such experience
, the ability to discriminate phonetic contrasts will be lost. This was,
of course, an overly simplistic view: even in his original statements,
Gottlieb ( 1976) pointed out that maintenanceat the behavioral level may
not be the samething as maintenanceat the neuronal level (seeWalley,
Pisoni, and Aslin 1981; or see Aslin , Pisoni, and Jusczyk 1983 for an
elaboration of how attunement theory can allow for either sensory or
attentional mechanisms).
In the second period, it became apparent that there are substantial
differencesbetweennonnative contrasts in their discriminability and that
subjectscan discriminate evendifficult contrastsif given adequatetraining
or if tested in a sensitiveenough procedure. This led to a realization that
sensoryloss was not an adequateexplanation and that , at the very least,
developmental changes in cross-language speechperception should be
characterized as involving a reorganization in perceptual blases rather
than a loss in absolute discriminatory abilities ( Werkerand Tees 1984a).
Current work in cross-languagespeechperceptionis increasinglytheory
motivated (~ee MacKain 1988). As noted above, researchersare now
designingexperimentsto test specificpredictions generatedfrom different
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theoretical perspectives
. This developmentreflectsan increasingsophistication
in the field, and will , we can hope, lead to a more adequateunderstanding
of developmentalchangesin cross-languagespeechperception.
Notes
I. Judgmentsof difficultywerearrivedat in severalsteps. First, I listenedto the
severalthat I found difficult to discriminate
syllablesand selected
. I thenplayed
thoseto a groupof facultymembersin linguisticsat UBC and selectedthe contrasts
that.everyonebut the trainedphoneticianswasunableto discriminate
.I
then digitizedand analyzedthoseseveralsyllablesat HaskinsLaboratorisand
playedthem to colleaguesand studentsat Haskins. The final set of syllables
selected
wasjudgedto bethemostdifficult by thoselisteners
.
2. It is of interestto notethat English-speakingadultswho hadearlyexposureto
Hindi during the first coupleof yearsof their life but no subsequent
systematic
exposuredid significantlybetterthanthenativeEnglishspeakers
on thiscontrast.
Also, all effectsof trainingwerepermanentwith this group.
3. Noticethat this wholeareaof researchmovesbeyondthat investigated
in our
early work. We did not attempt to identify what kinds of contrastsmight be
difficult or easy; we simplytried to find difficult nonnativecontrastsin order to
testour hypotheses
.
4. For recentresearch
consistentwith an articulatorymediationhypothesis
, seede
-Bardieset al. 1992
.
Boysson
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